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The COVID-19 testing landscape is rapidly evolving

Expect guidance to change
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DriverCheck’s Experience with Testing
Some background on DC and our testing work to date:

• Performed ~10,000 tests for the Ontario 
government for farm workers, truckers, and the 
general public

• Private lab-based testing (Ontario)
• Private onsite rapid PCR testing (Ontario)

– Biomeme (in the nuclear sector) and 

– bCUBE (in the auto manufacturing sector)

• Antigen pilot program in partnership with clients in 
Ontario and Alberta
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COVID-19 Testing
Testing Overview



Testing identifies and isolates infections
• DIAGNOSTIC

− Intended to identify current infections 
§ Symptoms
§ Known/Suspected exposure

• SCREENING
− Intended to identify ASYMPTOMATIC 

infections without known/suspected 
exposure

• SURVEILLANCE
− Ongoing systemic testing



COVID-19 Testing Options

PCR
(Lab and 

Rapid)

Antigen Antibody CRISPR

Now Now-Q1 2021 Vaccine (2021) Q3-4 2021



PCR = Gold Standard for COVID testing

• PCR tests by sensitivity:
– Lab PCR > Portable PCR > Antigen

• Good sensitivity (≈70%)

• Excellent specificity (>99.5%)

• Processing time is 1-7 days.

• Best used 2-7 days after 
symptom onset.



Laboratory PCR testing
• Laboratory PCR testing remains the gold 

standard for the detection of Covid-19

• DC has relationships with laboratories that 
can offer laboratory PCR testing.

• DC has mobile teams to perform collections 
for laboratory analysis. 

• Laboratory testing right now has the 
shortest lead time, with capacity and supply 
readily available.

• Turnaround time is typically 2-5 days from 
time of collection.



Portable PCR tests are faster than labs
• Same PCR technology used in portable 

devices
• Device run time is generally 1-3 hours
• Throughput is about 30-40 tests per 

day
• These devices are more expensive than 

antigen kits
• Best used 2-7 days after symptom 

onset



Rapid Antigen tests are fast and cheap

• More cost-efficient testing

• Faster processing time for results (15-20 mins), 
making this test effective for mass screening.

• Antigen is best used 2 days before symptom 
onset to 3 days after symptom onset (this is 
when sensitivity is the highest).



Antibody (serology) Testing

• Antibody testing has limited availability in Canada at the present time.

• It is not useful for diagnostic or screening purposes.

• May be useful in identifying individuals who have been previously 
infected with COVID-19.
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COVID-19 Testing
Testing Strategy



Test type Where 
performed

Time to 
results Used for

Sensitivity 
and 

Specificity

Best testing 
window Cost Concerns

RT-PCR Lab 1-7 
days

Diagnosis
Screening

Surveillance

Good SN
High SP

(Gold Std)

2-7 days after 
symptom 

onset

$ - $$$ Delayed 
results 

= 
unnecessary 
quarantine, 

delayed 
isolation

Rapid 
RT-PCR Worksite 1-3 

hours $$ - $$$

Antigen Worksite 15-20 
mins

Diagnosis
Screening

Surveillance

SN < PCR
SP = PCR

Presymptoms
to 3 days 

after onset
$ - $$

Increased 
false neg 
(vs. PCR)

Antibody Lab (maybe 
worksite)

1-2 
days

(15 min)
Surveillance SP < PCR

14-21 days 
after 

symptom 
onset

$ - $$
+ve doesn’t 

indicate 
infection



The goal of any testing strategy should 
be to limit transmission
• To control transmission the key is to keep R0 < 1.

• The mean incubation period is 5 days (time from 
exposure to symptom onset).

• In order to limit the transmission and achieve an 
R0 < 1 the testing intervals must be equal to, or 
less than 5 days.

• A routine testing strategy will also help identify 
individuals who are positive but asymptomatic.



Processing time is a critical 
consideration
• Results must be received quickly after testing 

occurs. 
• A longer duration for receiving results 

increases the likelihood for continued 
transmission by asymptomatic individuals.

• The SENSITIVITY of the test early in the disease is 
also an important consideration



Optimal Testing Windows

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Day 0
Exposure

Person infected 
with SARS-CoV-2

Days 1 & 2
Latency period: 
person is not 
contagious

Days 3 & 4
Pre-symptomatic 

period

RT-PCR Testing
Recommended testing: days 5-7 after exposure

Best window: days 7-12 after exposure 
(based on day 5 symptom onset)

Antigen Testing 
Best window: days 3-4 after exposure

(2 days before symptoms onset), 
to day 7

(3 days after symptom onset)

Day 5
Average day of 
symptom onset



Testing Strategy: Diagnostic 
Symptomatic, known exposure
(high pre-test likelihood)

• Single test (with possible second test required)

− PCR : if positive, no confirmation needed. 

− Antigen: if positive, no confirmation testing 
needed*; If negative, confirmation testing 
recommended due to high pre-test likelihood.  

− Antibody: Not diagnostic. Used only to support 
clinical findings in the remote past. 

* Local public health units may require confirmation testing with lab-based PCR. Please check requirements



Testing Strategy: Clearance 
Asymptomatic and RTW, return from travel, 
initial clearance for serial testing
(indeterminate or low pre-test probability)

• Likely multiple tests, but not continuous.

− PCR: initial test and retest after 5 days           
(e.g. Monday, Friday testing).

− Antigen: initial test and retest after 48 hours 
(e.g. Monday, Wednesday, Friday testing).

− Antibody: not recommended.



Testing Strategy: Continuous Testing 
Asymptomatic, no known exposures
low pre-test probability, high negative predictive value

• Multiple testing, continuous duration.

− PCR: test every 4-5 days                                                               
(e.g. Monday, Friday testing).

− Antigen: test every 2-3 days                                                         
(e.g. Monday, Wednesday, Friday)

− Antibody: not recommended.



Testing Strategy: Other Considerations
Testing Strategy may depend on 
device availability

• Only a few portable PCR devices 
are readily available.

• Antigen tests have been 
approved, but large availability is 
more likely from January to March 
2021.

• Laboratory testing is available, 
but turnaround time is longer 
compared to portable options.



Adapted from Alberta Health Services COVID-19 Scientific Advisory Group Performance and Feasibility of Rapid COVID-19 Tests Rapid Review
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